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About This Game

Merrily Perilly is a game about crisis. You play as Perry, a severely dehydrated man who stumbles into a remote village in
search of help, but the inhabitants respond with strange detachment to your trouble. You may think that the nearby fountain is a
safe means to quench your dire thirst, but you would soon find yourself in search of aid for a snake bite. And before you know

it, you will be chased by bees, fending off bears, cursed by gypsies, and most likely on fire.

Merrily Perilly plays like a top down adventure game where you must resolve the perpetual perils that afflict Perry by
interacting with the townsfolk and environment. Through exploration and experimentation, the nonlinear narrative branches and

intersects into many paths leading to several distinct endings.
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merrily merrily

An actually really funny... action puzzle game? Basically you're constantly in mortal danger and you have to find a way to save
yourself, which will put you in other timed peril. You enter the town because you're dehydrated, you drink from the fountain,
your dehydration is cured but now you're poisoned because a snake bit you! You ask for antivenom from the hospital, but the
side effect is diarrhea! And so on. The animation and artstyle is super smooth, and the music that keep getting more panicky as
your situation get more dire is perfect.

My only problem is that there isn't a clear goal on what you're supposed to do, but from checking around, I assume the goal is
that there is some specific combination of perils that will let you win the game.. An actually really funny... action puzzle game?
Basically you're constantly in mortal danger and you have to find a way to save yourself, which will put you in other timed peril.
You enter the town because you're dehydrated, you drink from the fountain, your dehydration is cured but now you're poisoned
because a snake bit you! You ask for antivenom from the hospital, but the side effect is diarrhea! And so on. The animation and
artstyle is super smooth, and the music that keep getting more panicky as your situation get more dire is perfect.

My only problem is that there isn't a clear goal on what you're supposed to do, but from checking around, I assume the goal is
that there is some specific combination of perils that will let you win the game.. This game is not good, it's a masterpiece! One
goal: survive, or better not peril! I'm still trying not to burn, but the fact that you literally cross a whole town without having the
time to think because the player is always near the death it's incredible, really an ingenious idea! Compliments to the dev(s?)!

A tip for the people developing the game: maybe (but maybe) it could helpful to add indications on map once you reach a new
location (hospital, siren, etc), but probably the idea is NOT to help player find easily locations so maybe it's good like this. This
game is not good, it's a masterpiece! One goal: survive, or better not peril! I'm still trying not to burn, but the fact that you
literally cross a whole town without having the time to think because the player is always near the death it's incredible, really an
ingenious idea! Compliments to the dev(s?)!

A tip for the people developing the game: maybe (but maybe) it could helpful to add indications on map once you reach a new
location (hospital, siren, etc), but probably the idea is NOT to help player find easily locations so maybe it's good like this
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